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By 
Kazuaki KOBAYASHI 
1. lntroduction. Throughout this paper we shall only be concerned 
with the combinatorial category, consisting of simplicial complexes and pieceｭ
wise linear maps (for the combinatorial category, see [5]). In this paper we 
study the exterior Q = Sn -Int U1 U Int U2 of (n ， ム 2)-links L = (SnコKfUK~)
where 日= U(Kt , Sn) is a regular neighborhood of Kt in S" and classify Q 
by homeomorphisms. If n =ん+ 1, the classi五cation of (n ， ム 2)-links is equiｭ
valent to PL annulus conjecture. So we restrict the case n ミ k+2. First 
we will study the algebraic structure of the exterior Q and will show the 
following. 
Theorem 1. 
Case 1. 1f 2k+ 1 学 n ， 2k+2手 n and n~k+3 ， for i=l and 2 
rz 
Hp(Q , Mi) ~ ?0 
where Mi = aui. 
Jう =n-k-1 ， k+O 
otherwise 
Case 2. If 2k + 1 = n and n ミ;;k + 3 , according to the embedding f: Sk• 
Sn-Int U2 with f(Sk)=Kf , 
I Z p=k , k+1 Hp(Q， M1) 引
1 0 otherwise 
_ J Zm P = k (m:;l:l) 
= I 0 other四lse
さ{ 0 } for all p 
Case 3. If 2k+2=n and n~k+3 ， for i=l and 2 
r Z+Z 
Hp(Q , Mi) ~ 'i。 p= 長十 lotherwise 
Case 4. If 2k+ l>n and n=ん+2 and ザ (SつKn is a trivial 初ot，
rZ p=l , k+1 
Hp(Q, Ml)~) 
I 0 otherwise 
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Case 5. 1f 2k+1=n and n=k+'2 (equally n=3 and k=l) and if 
(S3コ KD is a trivial 初ot， μccording to the embedding f: 51• S3-1nt U2 with 
f(51)=K: , 
(2 




竺{ 0 } 




for all 1. 
Then we will obtain the following Main Theorem using the handle decompoｭ
sition theorem [1], [2], [3] and the unknotting theorem [4] , [5]. 
Theorem 3. 
Case 1. 1f 1l > '2k + 1, Q is homeomoゅんlC ω
(S~ k-1 X D: 1_ 1nt D~) U (Sr k 1 X D~ 1_ 1nt D~) 
where D~c1nt (S~ 止 1xDf1) ， i=l， 2.
õn"!--òlJη 1 ~"2 
Case '2. 1f n =2k+ 1 and kミ 3 ， Q is homeomoゅんlC to 
(S"xSル x1) 片 (Sk X Dk 1)U (Dk 1 X Dk) 
with ÒQ竺 (Sk X Sk) U (Sk X Sk) where 片 is a boundary connected sum and Q 
is classified by the homology class of the embedding 
gl?k 1 x}り: ﾒDk'l Xp• (Sk X Sk) 枠 (Sk X Sk) 
where pεDk and 特 is a connected sum. 
Cωe 3. 1} 2n 孟 3k+ 5 and '2k + 1 > n , Q is hοmeomoゅhic to 
(Sk X Sn k 1 X 1)q (Sn k 1 X Dk 1)U (Dk 1 X Dn k 1)
ωld it is clωsified by the homotopy class of 
glòD止 1Xρ: ﾒDkf1 Xjう→(Sル xSn k 川 (SkX Sn 1, 1). 
Case 4. 1f n~k+3 ， 3k+4ミ 2n ωld k孟 3 ， Q is same ω case 3 and it 
is classi白戸ed by ωz ω nbient isotopy class of locally fiat embedding 
g l?k 1 Xρ: ﾒDk 1 Xp タ(SkX S" k 1) 非 (Sk >< Sn k 1). 
I should like to express my sincere gratitude to the members of K?e 
Topology Seminar for many discussion of this problem. 
~ 2. Definitions and Notations 
From now on al spaces and maps assumed in the PL category. Thus 
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each space is homeomorphic to a locally f?ite simplicial complex, and maps 
are simplicial with respect to some subdivision of the triangulations of domain 
and range. All manifolds with or without boundary will be assumed oriented 
and combinatorial in the sense of [5]. Sn is a standard n-sphere and Dn is 
a standard 7トcell. An (n , k , 2)・link L is a pair (SnコKkU Kk) of an n-sphere 
Sn and a disjoint union of locally flatly embeded k-spheres Kt ,i = 1, 2 in Sη. 
We assume n"?;.k+2 throughout this paper. ax and Int X mean the boundary 
and the interior of a manifold X. Let Ui = U(Kt , Sn) be a regular neighｭ
borhood of Kt in Sn then Ui ishomeomorphic to Sk X Dn k and denoted by 
Ui竺Sk X D" k. Let Q=S"-Int U1 U Int U2 and Mi=aui. We call Q the 
exterior of KtuKf in S". We denote H*(K;Z) briefly H*(K) where Z is 
a ring of integers. f::. g means map f homotopic to g and X:: Y means that 
spaces X and Y are same homotopy type. 事 means a connected sum .and 何
means a boundary connected sum. 
S 3. Algebraic Part 
Since Mi ishomeomorphic to Sk X Sn--ト 1 ， we obtain the following. 
Lemma 1. 
rZ 
Hp(M，店 i O 
( Z+Z 
さ iz




p=O , n-1 
othe門RJlse





















1う =1 ， n 
otherwise 
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Proof. Hp(Q , aQ) ~ Hp(S" , U1 U U2) by excision and Ui さ SkxDη k
Hence the lemma follows from the exact sequence of the pair (Sn , U1 U U2). 
Theorem 1. 
Case 1. lf 2k+ 1 学 n ， 2k+2*n and n~k+3 ， for i=1 and 2 
??
~一一???? iう = n-k-1 ， ん +1
otherwise 
Case 2. lf 2k+1=n an.l n~k+3 (equally 2k+1 = n and k 孟 2) ， acｭ
cording to the embedding f: S*→sι-lnt U2 with f(Sk) = Kf , 
rZ 
Hp(Q , M1) 竺 i 。
~f Z，間
二 1 0 
þ=k , k -tγ1 
otherwise 
ρ= ん (m学 1)
otherwise 
or 竺{ 0 } for all p ・
Case 3. lf 2k+2=n and n計+ 3 , for i =1 and 2, 
???
~一一??民 p=k -tγ1 
otherwise 
Case 4. lf 2k+ 1>n and n=長+2 (equally n =長十 2) and k~2 and ザ
(SnコKn is a trivial knot, 
fZ 
Hp(Q , M1) 寸。
ρ=1 ， k 十 1 ， (equally p=1 , n-1) 
othe代Vlse
Cωe 5. lf 2ん +1=n and n=k+2 (equally n=3 and k=1) and if 
(S3 コK1) is α trivial knot, according to the embedding f: S 歩S3-lnt U2 with 
f(S)=K i, 
rZ 
Hp(Q , M1) 可。
,-..- f Z，同
= l 0 
ρ=1 ， 2 
otherwise 
ρ =1 (m手 1)
otherwise 
or 竺{ 0 } for all i. 
Proof Case 1. Since the knot (SつK;) is trivial under n 孟k 十 3 [4], 
Sn-lnt 仏=Sn-k-l X Dk i 1 And by the excision theorem, 
Hp(Q , M1) 竺 H1， (Sn-lnt U2 , U1). 
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It is obviously Ho(Q , M ,)= {O}. So by the exact sequence of (sn-1nt ι ， U,) 
主(Sn k-' X D k ,', Sk X Dk ')and by the fact that any epimorphism Z• Z is 
an isomorphism, we obtain 
rZ 
Hp(Q , M ,) ~ 1 0 
Similarly for Hp(Q , Mι 
Hence 







for i = 1, 2. 
Case 2. Same as above we obtain Hp(Q , M ,)=O , J沖 k ， k+ 1 using the 
exact sequence of (Sn -1nt U2 , U，)竺 (Sk X Dk i " Sk X Dk 寸 ') . 
When p = k or k + 1 ,
。* 1* 
O ー→Hk十 ， (Sn-1nt U2 , U，)一→Hλ (U，)-→Hk(Sn-Int U2) 
~ 1 ~ 1
Z Z 
J* 一→Hk (Sn-1nt U2 , U，)一→O.
And i* is induced by the inclusion i: 日→Sn-1nt U2 and hence induced by 
the imbedding f: Sk• Sn -1nt U2 with f(Sk) = K~. Since any subgroup of 
a free group is free, 1m i日 is a free group. So we many consider the case 
(a) 1m i* = 0 (b) 1m 斗 ~Z (c) 1m i* 竺 mZ (m: ú取ger).
(a) 1m i* = Oc:> 1m 九ニ Ker i* = Z. Hence Hk ,(Sn-1nt U" U，) 三 Z.
On the other hand 1m i* = 0 c:> Ker ﾙ = 1m i* = o.
So ﾙ is an isomorphism because ﾙ is an epimorphism. Hence Hk (Sn-
1nt U2 , U，) さ Z.
(b) 1m i* 竺 Zc:> Ker i* = 1m 0* ニ O.
Hence H L ,(Sn-1nt U2 , U,)=O becauce 九 is a monomorphism. And since 
Ker j*=lm i*=Z, 1m j*=O. 
So Hk(sn-1nt U2 , U,)=O. 
(c) 1m i*=mZc:>Ker i*=lm 九 =0.
Hence H止 ,(Sn-1nt U2 , U，) 主主 O.
Furthermore since Kerム =lm i*=mZ, so Hk(Sn-1nt U2 , U，)~Z/Ker ù=Z同
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becauce j* is an epimorphism. Hence we obtain the required result in Case 
2. Geometrically the case (a), (b) and (c) corresponds to the following , 
sn-Int U2 
/ ",,' 計 1"'15危 X [J
直コ




Case 3. Same as above we obtain Hp(Q , Mj)=ﾛ forρ学長+1 using 
the exact sequence of (sn-Int UJ, Uj) and using the facts S"-Int U2~ 
Sn k j >< D" j and Uj ~S" x Dn k When jう=長 +1 (=n-k-1 because n= 
2k+2) , 
J* O ー→H" j(S"-Int U2)ー→Hぇ j(Sn-Int U2 ， 日)ー→H，， (Uj ) ー→Û.
1 1 z z 
Since a isan epimorphism, 
Z竺 Hk j(S"-Int U2, Uj)/k川主凡 l/imj* 竺Hλ1ソ/z 0凹rHλI仇/んんmZ
Hence H".j(S"-Int U2, Uj)~Z+Z in both cases. 
Case 4. By excision theorem Hp(Q , Mj)竺Hp(S'-Int U2, Uj) and (Sn 
-Int Uzコ Uj ) is homeomorphic to (Sj x Dk j コ S"x DZ) because the knot 
(Sn コ K;) is trivial and n =長十 2. Hence from the exact sequent of (S"ｭ
Int U2, U山
・・ー→Hp(Uj ) ー→Hp(S"-Int U2) ー→Hp(Sn-Int Uz, Uj) 
ー→Hp j(Uj ) ー→・・・
and using Ho(sn-Int Uz, Uj)=Û , 
??
~一一????? iう= 1, k+ 1 
otherwise 
Case 5. Since the knot (S3コ幻) is trivial, Hp(Q , Mj)竺Hp (S3-Int U2, 
Uj) and (S3-Int Uzつ Uj ) is homeomorphic to (S x DzつS X D2) similary to 
the above. First it is obviously Ho(Q , Mj)竺H3(Q ， Mj)=? 
Next from the exact sequence of (S3-Int U2, Uj) 
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。* l* 
0---->H2(53-1nt U2 , U1)ー占'I(U1)-→H1 (53 -1nt U2) 
~II ~II 
2 2 
j* a* i* 
ー→H1 (53 -1nt U2 , U1)---->Ho(U1)---->Ho(53-1nt U2) 
~II ~II 
2 2 
J* ー→Ho (53 -1ntU2 ， U1). 
1 
0 
Since 九: H O(U1)• Ho(53 -1nt U2) is epimorphic, its i* is isomorphic. Hence 
1m 九=0 where 九: H1(53-1nt U2 , U1)• H O(U1). So we 血ay consider the 
following 
i* a* 
0-• H 2(53-1nt U2 ， 日)ー→H1 (U1 ) ー→H1 (53 -1nt U2) 
~II ~II 
2 2 
J* 一→H1 (53 -1nt U2 , U1)ー→O.
But i* is induced by the inclusion i : U1• 53 -1nt U2 and hence induced by 
the imbedding f: 51• 5 3-1nt U2 with j(51)=K}. Therefore it is completely 
the same as Case 2 and so we omit the rest of the proof. And according 
to the imbedding j we obtain 
ρ= 1 (m学 1)
otherwise 
jor all i. 
Complete the proof. 
Theorem 2. 1j n ミ;;k+3 or ij n=k+2 and the knot (53コKt) i= 1 or・
Hp(Q , M1)~{ ~ 
(2叩
Hp(Q , M1) 竺 I 0 川
p= 1, 2 
otherwise 
or 竺{ 0 } 








Jう = n-k-1 
p=O , n-1 
othe代mse
Proof. Since Q is connected and with boundary, Ho(Q)~2 and Hn(Q) 
= 0 for al cases. 
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Using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
…-->Hp , 1 (5n)一死(åQ)一死(Q)+民(U1 U U2)一死(5n) ー→­
we obtain Hp(Q)竺 o under n-1>p>0 and 1沖n 長一1.
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Futhermore if 2k + 1 学 n ， Hn k l(Q)竺Hη 止 1(åQ)~2+2 by Cor. to Lemma 
1. If 2k + 1 = n , Hη k 1 (åQ)竺Hn k l(Q) 十万~， k 1(U1 U U2) 
and Hn-k 1 (蕾) ~ 2十 2+ 2 + 2 , Hn k 1 (U1 U U2) 主主2+2. 
so Hn-k-l(Q)~2+2. 
Case 1. n ~ k + :1. From Theorem 1, Hn 1 (Q , M;)竺f五(Q ， M包)=0 if 
n 二三 k+3.
So using the relative Mayer 
…-->Hn(Q , M 1)+Hn(Q , M 2)-->H,, (Q , 蕾) 
-->Hη l(Q)-->H匁 l(Q ， M 1)+Hn-1(Q , M2) 
ー…， we obtain Hη l(Q)竺H勾(Q ， åQ)竺 2.
Case 2. n=ん+2 and k ~ 2. We may assume the knot (5nつ K;， -2) be 
trivial. Then H" (Q , M1) =0 and Hn 1 (Q , Jvl1) ~2 by Theorem 1. So by the 
following sequence, 
。* l* 
…-->Hη (Q ， M1)-->Hn-1 (M1)--->Hn-1(Q) 
1 1 
o 2 
j* ? i* 
-->Hn l(Q , M1)--->Hn 2(M1)--->H，ι 2(Q)ー
1 1 1 
2 2 0 
九 :Hη 1(Q ， M1 )→H匁 2(M1) isan isomorphism and hence 1m ﾙ = o.Thereｭ
fore 九 l(Q)~H" 1(M1)=2. 
Cαse 3. n=k+2 and k=1. By Theorem 1, 
。* l* 




--->H2(Q , M1) ー…
1 
2orO 
provided the knot (53つむ) be trivial. Hence if H 2(Q , M 1)=O , H2(Q)~2. 
So let H 2 (Q , M1) ~ 2. By the excision theorem 
H p(5" , Q)~Hp(U U i , UM;) 
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and H3( U Ui)ー占~(u Ui , U Mi)-->H2( U M?)---+H2( U Ui ) , 
1 1 1 
o Z+Z 0 
Hence H 3(S3 , Q) ~ Z+Z. 
Furthermore by the exact sequence of (S3 , Q) , 
1* J*δ 
(**) H3(Q)ー→H3 (S3)一→広(S3 ， Q)ー→H2(Q)ー→H2 (S3).
1 1 1 1 
o Z Z+Z 0 
SO H2(Q) has Z or mZ as the subgroup from (*) and there is an epimor・
phism of Z+Z onto H2(Q) from (**). Hence H2(Q) is isomorphic to Z+Z, 
Z+Z同 or Z. If we assume H 2(Q)=Z+Z , the epimorphism a is an isomorｭ
phism and so 1m ﾙ = Ker a = O. This contradicts the fact 1m j* = Z or mZ. 
Next we assume H2(Q)~Z+Zm' Since H1(M1) さ Hl(Q)竺Z+Z by Lemma 1 
and the case 1 of Theorem 1 and Hl (Q , M1) =0 by the following Theorem 
2, the epimorphism Hl (M1)• Hl (Q) is an isomorphism in (*). Hence 1m a = 0 
and so the sequence (*) becomes as follows , 
1* J* 0ー→九(M1)ー→H2 (Q)ー→H2(Q ， M1)ー→O
1 1 1 
Z Z+Zm Z 
Then Z or mZ=1m i*~Ke7・んさZ回・ This is contradiction. Therefore 
H2(Q)~Z. 
Complete the proof. 
~ 4. Geometrical Part 
Notations and Definitions are same as ~3. If n~k+3 ， the pair (Q , Mi) 
is simply connected using the fact that any (n , k, l)-link (SnコSkUS1) is 
trivial see ([5]). So by the handle decomposition theorem [1 ], [2], [3], we 
obtain the following. 
Proposition. 1f n ~ k + 3 and k ~ 3 , we have the handle decompositions. 
(1) 1f n豆2k+1 ，
Q ~ M1 X1U Dn-k-l x Dkcl U Dk鑞 X Dn-k-l 
where f: aDn k 1 XD k • 1• M 1 x {1} and 
g: aDk-1xDn-k 1• a(M1 x 1U D ,, -k-l X Dk ι1)-M1x {O} 
are embeddings. 
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(2) 1j n>2k+ 1 , 
Q ~ M1 x1UDkl1 X Ir+ lUD" 止 lxDkll
where j: 薀 k-1 XDn k 1 • M 1 x {1} and 
。 : aD" 止 1 X D kl1• a(M1 x 1UDk 1 X D" 止 1)-M1 X {O} 
are embeddings. 
Since Mi X 1 竺 Sk X S" k 1 X 1 、
n-k-1} -l. 
M ,: x 1 is d-connected where d = min {ム
Case 1. If n>2k + 1 , any (n , k, 2)-link is trivial. Hence Q = Sn_ 
1nt U(Kt U K; , Sn)竺 S" k 1 V Sn k -1 So if k孟 2 ， j:aDk lxD"-kl• M 1 x {1} 
=S正 xSη 五 1x {1} homotopic to the embedding f : Sk→SkXρx {l} ， pε Sn.-k 1 
If 1, l' : aDk 1 X Dn k 1• M 1 X {1} are homotopic to J , then j and j' are 
ambient isotopic to f by k~2 and by Zeeman's Unknotting Theorem [5]. 
Let W = Sk X S" k -1X 1 U Dk 1 X D" k 1 Then from the above argument 
W竺Sn k 1 and aw竺 Sk X S" k 1 U S" 1 Since a(M1 x 1U Dk 1 X D" 止 1_ ]1,11 
x {O} =Sμl ， al embeddings 薀n k 1 X Dk 11• a(M1 x 1uD止 1><Dn k 1)-M1x 
{O} are ambient isotopic. 
1U Dk 1 >:Dn k 1)-M1 X {O} 
So 
lS 
the embedding g: aD" k 1 X Dk. 1• a(M1 x 
uniquely determined up to ambient isotopy. 
Hence Q is homeomorphic to 
{Dn-?1nt (Sk x D" 止))} U (Dn k 1 X Dk 1)
さ (Sn k -1 X Dk l-c?1nt D")) U (Dη k lxDd'l) 
where ? Sk X Dn " • 1nt D" , c? Dn • 
lnt (S"-k 1 X Dk 1) and g : aDn k 1 X Dk 1 
• Sn -1 are any embeddings. 
Next if k= 1 and n>2k+ 1, the link 
(SηコK1lU Kl) is trivial. So we can 
assume Sn = D;' U D~' so that D;' n D~' 
=aD~'=Sn 1 and 1nt D~コKl ， i=l , 2. 
Then W包 =D~'-1nt U(Ki1, D;')竺 Sn 2 X 
D2-1nt Dn where Dn is contained in 




i ¥ ~ 
¥ \, /' ,/ 
、、、-_.-





Q=S"-1nt U(K1 UKム Sn)= W1U W2竺 (S;' 2 x D?1nt D;') 
U (S~' 2xD~-1ntD~，)~(SnxD2-1ntDn)U(Dn 2xD2) 
w~-w~ g 
where D~ ， i = 1, 2 are contained in 1nt (S~' 2 x DD and where g : aD内 2 X D2 
•5" is embedding. Therefore in general 
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Q竺 (8η 止 1 X Dkー1ψ(Int Dn)) U (Dn-k-1 x Dk+l) = 
(sn-k-1 x Dt+1-Int D? U (S~-k-1 x D~+I-Int D~) if n>2k+ 1. 
åDì-ôD~ 
Case 2. If n = 2k + 1 and k;; 3 , any embedding f: åDη -k-1 X D止! 1• Sn 
X Sn-k-1 is homotopic. And such f is isotopic by 2eeman's Unknotting 
Theorem. Let W = M1 X 1 U Dη k-1XDk'l ， then 
藐 =S" X Sk U ((Sk X Sk) 枠 (Sk X Sk)). 
If we set W = Wu U(K~ ， sn) , then W ~(Sk x D k• 1 )同 (Sk X Dk+1). But it is 
not necessarily that one component K~ of the link is included in a component 
of the left side. 
Next the embedding 
g : 薀 k+1 x D k• å(M1 X IUDk X Dη -k) 一M1 X {O} C(Sk X Dk 1) 河 (Sk X Dk11) 
represents the element of 
れ (Sk;< Sk 枠 Sk X Sk)~Hk(S" X S"#Sk;( Sk)竺2+2+2+2.
Since ?M1 X IU D" X Dk 1) is (ん -1)ーconnected ， any embedding homotopic to 
g is ampient i sotopic by 2eeman' s Unknotting Theorem. Therefore Q is 
homeomorphic to 
(SkXSn k 1 x I)q(8π k-1 X Dk 1) U (Dki1 X Dn k 1) 
with åQ~(S" x Sn k-1) U (Sk X Sn-k1) and Q is classif?d by the homology 
class of the embedding 
σI 薀 kl1 Xρ : Dk'IXp• (Sk X Sn k-1) 枠 (Sk X Sn-"-I) 
where p ε Dn-k 1 
Case 3. 2n 孟 3k+ 5 and n < 2k + 1 , any two embeddings j;, fz : 薀n k 1 
XDk!1→Skx8η k-1 are homotopic and are ambient isotopic by 2eeman's 
Unknotting Theorem. Let 協ア=(M1 xI)u(D列 k-1 X Dk+ 1) , then W is same as 
case 2. And two homotopic embeddings 
。Dk i1 xp• (S" X Sn-k 神 (Sk X Sn-k 1) 
is ambient isotopic by 2eeman's Unknotting Theorem. So Q is homeomorｭ
phic to 
(Sk X Sn-k-1 X 1) 岡 (Sn-k-1x Dkで 1)U (Dk 十 1X Dn 止 1) 
and is classif?d by the homotopy class of 
。 I薀 k+1 xp : 薀k+1 xp• (Sk X Sn-k 1) 事 (Sk)く Sn-k-1).
Case 4. If n;;;;k+3 ， 2n;;玉 3k+4 and kミ 3 ， Q is homeomorphic to 
(S" X 8', -k-1 X 1) 同 (8'， -k-1 X Dk11) U (Dk+1 X Dη k-1) 
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and classi五ed by an ambient isotopy class of locally flat embedding 
。 I薀 k+l Xρ : Dk 十 1 xp• (Sk X Sn k-l) 静 (Sk X Sn k-l). 
Hence we obtain the following Theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let Q be the exterior space 
Sn -1nt U(Kt U K~ ， Sn) ザ (n ， k, 2)-link. 
Case 1. 1f n>2k+ 1 , Q is homeomoゅhic to 
(S;.-k 1 x Dt 1_ 1nt D~) U (S;.-k 1 X D; 1_ 1nt D~) 
an~~=aD~t 
wher・e DPC171t(Sf k1 × Dfll) , i=l, 2. 
Case 2. 1f n=2k+ 1 and k~3 ， Q is homeomoゅんic to 
(Sk X Sk X 1) q (Sk X Dk 1) U (Dk 1 X Dk) 
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with Q竺 (Sk X Sk) U (Sk X Sk) and Q is classi.ルd by the homology class of the 
embedding 
σ låDkl Xρ DkllXρ→(Sk X Sk) 静 (Sk X Sk) 
where p ε Dk . 
Case 3. 1f 2n ミ 3k+5 ωld n<2k+ 1, Q is homeomoゅんic to 
(Sk X Sn-k 1 X 1)同 (Sn-k 1 X Dk' 1) U (Dk' 1X Dn-k-l) 
and it is classified by the homotopy class of 
σI 薀 kl Xρ åDk .l xp• (Sk X S" k 時 (Sk X Sn k-l). 
Case 4. 1f n~k+3 ， 2n 亘 3k+4 and ん~3 ， Q is same as Case 3 and 
it is classified by 仰 ambient isotφ'y class of locally fiat embedding 
σI 薀k 1 X p: 薀 k 1 X P• (Sk X Sn k 1) 枠 (Sk X Snkl).
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